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Private Consultation 

Personal Statement Package 

Enhance your Oxbridge application with our Private Consultations, available in our London
offices or online. Leveraging our 24 years of experience, we offer research-driven insights in a
one-hour session, tailoring strategies to maximise your success. You'll receive detailed feedback
and 'Course Reports' within 48 hours. Choose between our £295 package with a mock interview
and strategy session, or our £395 package adding a mini mock admissions test.

This four-review package taken by our Senior Consultancy team is uniquely placed to help
individuals make sure they are representing themselves in the most compelling way for their
chosen courses and universities priced at £495. 

Admission Test Tuition Package

Choose from our 4-hour (£495) or 6-hour (£695) one-to-one sessions led by Oxbridge-
graduate tutors, specialists in the respective admissions test. They are skilled in enhancing
applicant performance and developing necessary skills. Additionally, each package grants access
to our exclusive bank of mock admissions tests.

Mock Interview Package

Led by our expert tutors, we offer confidence-boosting, subject-specific simulations with
constructive feedback, setting the stage for your success. Opt for our four-mock interview
package at £595, or the two-mock interview package at £345. 

Oxbridge Preparation Course

Join our flagship event in Old Windsor this October Half-Term, a tradition over a decade old.
Our carefully curated timetable offers optimal preparation at a crucial application stage,
contributing to many past attendees' success. Immerse yourself in an authentic Oxbridge
environment in the British countryside, engage in one-to-one academic learning, meet other
prospective applicants, former Oxbridge admissions tutors, and numerous Oxbridge-graduate
mentors. The comprehensive three-day intensive, including accommodation and meals, is priced
at £2,500.


